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Most likely because you havent reset the BIOS on the laptop, also with some laptops going into sleep mode when you close the lid for a period of time, these passwords could change, so could BIOS password. This situation does happen and it can take several steps to resolve but it needs to be taken
into consideration and addressed by the user. One option may be to reset the BIOS password, which is an advanced BIOS command that lets you access and set up the settings of the computers hardware. The process of resetting the BIOS password will lock the computer once it is powered on. On a

new PC or an equivalent system it is likely that the BIOS password is set. Once you have this password, you will be able to access the command prompt (in BIOS) and enter the appropriate commands for a hard drive pass word. At this point you have a machine that has been clobbered and is
useless. You need to change the BIOS so that it reads the correct password or enter the wrong one. Before you get started, you need to know what you are looking for. You will need to go to the BIOS screen. A lot of older computers have a BIOS ROM chip and this one will be there. Its easy to blow
away this ROM chip so that you cannot get the BIOS back up. In addition, you might not have your operating system software installed so that you cannot access BIOS. You will need to be a part of the operation of the machine to be able to pull this off. You will need to be the owner of the machine.

This means that you need to be prepared with either a signed paper lease or a written offer from the seller (the former is unlikely but not impossible).
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